. Number of Exposures Rejected from Averaging. Column headers: "mg/ml" is the estimated concentration for each sample; "# Outliers" is the number of outliers that were rejected according to the modified z-score method described in the text; "# Damaged" is the number of exposures removed due to radiation damage; "# Averaged" is the total number of exposures that were averaged together after removal of outliers and damaged exposures.
. Impact of Radiation Damage on Estimate of SAXS Parameters. The absolute value of the slope of the linear regression calculated as a function of exposure is presented in units of % change (of y-intercept of regression) per exposure. Column headers: "mg/ml" is the estimated concentration of each sample in mg/ml; "χ" is the similarity of scattering profiles between each exposure compared to the first exposure; "R g " is calculated using Guinier region 3; "R g -P(r)" is calculated via the P(r) distribution; "D max " is the maximum particle dimension; "I(0)" is the forward scattering extrapolated from Guinier region 3. Table S3 . Likelihood of concentration dependence expressed as p-value for each of the 28 samples examined. "-1", "-2", "-3", and "-P(r)" refer to parameters evaluated using Guinier region 1, Guinier region 2, Guinier region 3, and the pair distribution function, respectively. "I(0)/c" refers to the forward scattering value determined after scaling, and thus is independent of concentration. "Porod" refers to the molecular weight calculated from the Porod volume. 
Sample ID Rg-1 Rg-2 Rg-3 I(0)/c-1 I(0)/c-2 I(0)/c-3 Rg-P(r) I(0)-P(r)

